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ABSTRACT
From the pioneering efforts of the early 1960 's,
flexography has shown steady progress in the development
of four color process printing. However, the ability to
consistently produce it is limited to an elite group. The
vast majority of companies have yet to competitively enter
this demanding area of printing. For these companies the
time, expense, and expertise required to conduct an indepth
study is a major deterrent. Outside information must be made
available to aid the companies. The FTA and its members have
greatly contributed by publishing an array of information;
although, some basic questions have yet to be answered. Of
these questions, proper screen angling for the elimination
of
moire'
patterns is an open topic.
The occurance of
moire'
patterns in flexography is the
result of the 45 degree cellular pattern of the anilox com
bined with the 45 degree tonal pattern of the plate image.
To eliminate the moire', most f lexographers
"offset"
the
four screening angles by a predetermined amount. For example,
instead of screening at 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees, a com
pany may screen at 52, 82, 97, and 112 degrees.
The recommendation of offsetting the four screening
angles was given in 1968 and was based on tests conducted
with 200 and 220 anilox rolls. Since that time, Parmarco,
Inc., has introduced finer count anilox rolls under the
trade name of "Tone and
Process."
It is the belief of
Mr. Douglas E. Tuttle, Vice President, Marketing, Parmarco,




will not be produced with the 45 degree plate
image .
[2] The standard angles can be used by f lexographers when
printing four color process work via flexography.
[3] A Tone and Process anilox roll will produce a
moire1
once it is sufficiently worn.
The thesis hypothesis addresses the topic of screen
angling when printing four color process work with 4 00 TPB
anilox rolls and 100 line plate images. The methodology
focuses on three separate tests. Tests one and two inves
tigate the suggestion that the standard angles can be used
without a
moire'
appearing in the final print. Test three
considers the suggestion that a
moire1
will be produced with
the 45 degree printer once the 400 TPB anilox is sufficiently
worn.
The results of tests one and two support the hypothesis
that the standard angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees can
be used by the flexographer when printing with 4 00 TPB anilox
rolls and 100 line plate images. It is also concluded that
a 400 TPB anilox will produce a moire' once it is suffi-
cient.ly worn.
Abstract approved: k.iles{s advisor




Flexography, conceived some 75 years ago, has evolved
from the crude
"aniline"
printing process of the early 1900 's
to today's high speed, high quality "f
lexographic"
printing
process.^ This progression has been particularly noticeable
in the last decade during which numerous articles have been
written documenting the rapid growth and technological devel
opment of this industry. One area exemplifying dramatic im
provement is commercially produced three and four color process
work. For example, GAR/DOC, of New Hampshire, has optimized
its system so it can readily produce process work screened
at 150 lines per inch and, on occasion, 200 lines per inch.
However, such fine process printing is rare; the vast majority
of companies find it difficult to achieve acceptable results
on a consistent basis.
It is apparent that the technology necessary for quality
three and four color process flexography is available. How
ever, the majority of the industry is lacking the identifi
cation and standardization of many of the variables involved
with consistent and predictable three and four color process
printing. Major obstacles for companies wishing to enter
this area include time, funds, and the expertise required for
an indepth research program.6 To aid these companies, the
following should be accomplished: [1] The development of
standards which can be adapted by the industry as a whole.
[2] The identification of the common variables and the pro
per method of controlling them. [3] The dissemination of
the above material to interested companies . Only when the
variables are identified and controlled can the majority of
the companies hope to enter this demanding area and obtain
results which are not only acceptable to the eye, but which
are also repeatable.
Problem
One area which lacks standardization and understanding
by many f lexographers is that of proper screen angling for
the elimination of
moire'
patterns in four color process
printing. For this thesis, a
moire'
will be defined as an
undesireable pattern caused when two or more regular patterns





patterns in flexography centers
around the fact that flexographic presses usually incorpor
ate a stainless steel ink metering roll called an anilox.
The surface of this roll is composed of minute wells designed
to carry even amounts
of ink to the printing surface of the
plate. An anilox is described by the cell count per linear
inch. For example, a 400 anilox would have 400 individual cells
per linear inch or 160,00 cells per square inch. Cell counts
vary between rolls but generally range from 185 to 4 00 cells.
For three and four color process printing, it is recommended
that at least a 360 anilox be
used.8
The cells of an anilox are mechanically engraved and are
aligned at a 45 degree angle in relation to the direction of
web travel. It is this 45 degree cellular pattern of the
anilox which can produce a
moire'
pattern when combined with
9
certain screened images.
To eliminate the possibility of a moire', flexographers
are following one of two screen angling recommendations.
[1] Instead of using the standard lithographic screening
angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees, it appears that the
majority of flexo printers
"offset"
the four angles by a
specific number of degrees. For example, Package Products
Company, Charlotte, North Carolina, when using 360 anilox rolls
and 100 line plates, offset their four angles by seven degrees.
Thus the printers are at 52, 82, 97, and 112 degrees. On
the other hand, Boyertown Packaging Service Corporation,
Boyertown, Pennsylvania, when using the same combination of
anilox and plate ruling, offset their angles by 15 degrees.
Hence, the printers are at 55, 85, 70, and 115
degrees.1!
[2] A second less prominant screen angling recommendation
being used is the standard lithographic angles of 45, 75, 90,
and 105 degrees when printing with at least a 360 anilox roll.
This recommendation comes from Mr. Douglas Tuttle, Vice
12
President of Marketing for Parmarco Incorporated.
From these examples, it is apparent that the flexographic
industry lacks standardization in screen angling for four color
process printing.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER 1
1Douglas E. Tuttle, "Flexography, Moving up and Run
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Hard,"
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1977], p. 1.
3Robert P. Long, "Innovations Mean Success at GAR-
DOC,
Inc.,"
Package Printing and Diecutting [September,
1977], p. 11.
4Op. Cit., Douglas E. Tuttle, p. 32
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II. HYPOTHESIS
When printing 100 line, four color process work by flex
ography and using 4 00-count anilox rolls in conjuction with
doctor blades and a viscosity range of 18 to 25 seconds, the
standard angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees can be used
without a
moire'
appearing in the final print. However, if
a 400-count anilox is extremely worn, then a
moire'
will appear
in the image screened at 4 5 degrees.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to standardize the four
screening angles for the above combination of 100 line plates
and 400-count anilox rolls. The study will consist of a
preliminary survey followed by three separate test runs.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
One distinct advantage of flexography is the simplicity
of the press design. Unlike lithography with its involved
ink train, flexography utilizes a minimum of rollers in accom
plishing the result of ink on
paper.1
The basic press design,
Figure 1, is described by the Flexographic Technical Association












The simplicity of design is a definite advantage; however,
even among these few rollers there are many variables which
must be understood by today's four color process printer.
Of these variables, three stand out as being beneficial to review.
They are: the ink and its related viscosity, the anilox roll,
and the two most commonly used ink metering systems.
8
With the introduction of process printing, the impor
tance of viscosity control has grown. Without control, the
pressman faces a losing battle when trying to maintain color
consistency. Thus, understanding viscosity and its relationship
to process printing is imperitive.
Flexographic ink viscosity is a numerical expression of
the time it takes a fixed volume of ink to flow through an
3
orifice of given size. The faster the flow, the lower the
numerical viscosity reading. The most prevalent device used
for the manual measurement of viscosity is a efflux cup, of
which the Zahn Cup is one of the most
common.4
Zahn cups
are available in five different hole sizes ranging from a
No. 1 Zahn to a No.
5.5
To measure low viscosity ink, a No.
1 Zahn cup is used, while for heavier, paste-like materials, the
No. 5 cup is needed. The Zahns most commonly used by flex
ographers are the number 2 and 3 cups. For optimum results,
the Zahn cup which will allow the liquid to flow
through
the the calibrated orifice in approximately 20 to 40 seconds
should be selected.
When receiving ink from the supplier, it is a
common
practice for the viscosity to be ten to fifteen
seconds higher
than
desired.7 This allows the pressman the opportunity to adjust
the viscosity in respect to the job being
printed.8
Also,
by supplying an ink of higher viscosity,
excessive settling
9
is prevented during transport and storage.
The viscosity used for a particular job depends on many
variables including the type of press, drying system, press
speed, and ink distribution
system.1^1
For process printing,
viscosities range from 18 to 24 seconds when read from a No.
2 Zahn cup.
For both long run situations and for tone printing, the
manual control of viscosity tends to be haphazard, resulting
12
in continual viscosity variations. As the press continues
to run, solvent is constantly being lost through exposure
to air. In such a situation, normal viscosity variations can
amount to 20 percent.
3
To maintain a more constant running viscosity, automatic
units, called viscometers, should be used. With such a de
vice, small amounts of solvent are frequently added to the ink,
resulting in minor variations. These viscometers are amaz
ingly accurate, controlling viscosity so closely that the
standard Zahn cup cannot detect variations.
According to Peter J. Peaguin, former National Chairman
of the FTA, "the viscosity variable is the single most impor
tant contributor to the thickening of an ink film as well as
to the controlling of color strength in flexographic print
ing. Accurate viscosity control thoughout the pressrun is
vital for consistant quality. Without such control in process
printing, the following results: [1] As the viscosity increases,
so does the ink film thickness. This can result in fill-ins,
10
17
trapping problems, and changes in color and uniformity.
[2] if the viscosity is reduced too far, an increase in flow-
out can occur distorting the highlight dots and causing a
tonal shift; see Figure
2a.18
[3] Too low of a viscosity
can also affect the dot structure, coverage, and ink intensity
of the shadow and midtone area as seen in Figure 2b. The
shadow tones have filled in completely and the structure of
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Results of Low Viscosity
Figure
2.20
With the introduction of new and innovative equipment
such as the viscometer, the viscosity variable is now highly
controllable. Such control is necessary for the process printer
to deliver a quality product on a consistent basis.
Another piece of equipment which controls the ink is
the anilox. Since its introduction, the anilox has become
11
an integral part of the flexographic ink metering system.
It is one of the most vital factors in the production of
quality three and four color printing. The FTA describes
the anilox as a:
Mechanically engraved intaglio form roll
used in flexo presses to transfer a controlled
film of ink from the contacting rubber covered
fountain roller to the rubber plates which print
the web. Volume of ink is affected by the count
or screen of the engraving. Most common screen
for general use is 185, for heavier ink coverage
on coarse stock, 150 or 165 are used, and for
finer work on film or non absorbent stock, 200
or 400 are required. Normally manufactured from
copper and chromium plated
steel.21
The anilox has two distinct areas; the cell, which
takes the shape of an inverted pyramid, and the land. Figure








Magnified 200-400 Anilox Rolls
Figure 3.22
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The cells, when filled with ink from the fountain roll,
carry an exact quantity of ink to the printing plate. The
depth of the pyramid cell and, therefore, the quantity of
ink that it will carry up, is closely related to the number
of cells per square inch. As the screen value gets larger,
165 to 200 cells, the depth of the engraving is shallower,
thereby progressively carrying less ink.
Early attempts to print quality tone and process work
were made with 200 and 220 anilox rolls, but the realization
grew that these rolls carried an excessively heavy ink
film.23
So, in 1967, Parmarco Incorporated introduced anilox rolls
specifically designed for halftone and color process
print-
n A
ing. These new rolls, under the trade name "Tone and Pro
cess,"
are generally composed of 360 to 400 cells per linear
inch and carry significantly less ink to the plate compared
to the coarser 220 anilox.
The anilox is an intregal part of two of today's most
frequently used flexographic ink metering systems: the
two-





Both metering systems are used
in the production of
quality three and four
color process printing. However, the
two-roll system, Figure 4, has limitations in respect to the
width of press, the speed at which the
press is run, and the




It is at Point A, the nip between the anilox and
fountain roller, where the ink is metered to the desired
thickness. To vary the metering three fountain roller
adjustments can be made.
[1] The first metering variable is the physical position of
the fountain roller to the anilox. On most presses, the foun
tain roller is hand or hydraulically adjustable to the fixed
anilox. By changing the pressure between the
rubber fountain
roller and the anilox, more or less ink will be allowed thru
the However, excess pressure should be avoided since
it not only promotes accelerated
roller wear but tends to
bow the fountain roller. Because of these two factors
changing pressure to
control the amount of ink is not a
27
common industrial practice.
[2] A second ink metering variable
is the durometer of the
rubber fountain roller. Soft
rollers transfer more ink than
14
harder rollers when set at the same nip pressure and rotation
speed.
2** With the two-roll system, the flexographer must
select the combination of anilox count and fountain roller
durometer which best meets his needs. To help in this selec
tion, the FTA has put forth two general metering categories;
soft and hard.
The soft metering systems are considered
to be those using rubber rollers less than 75
Shore
"A"
hardness with anilox rolls less than
220 cells per inch in each direction while the
hard metering systems are those using 80 to 90
Shore
"A"
hardness rubber rollers with a ground
and polished finish and "Tone and
Process"
anilox
rolls with counts finer than 220.
Soft metering systems are used for printing
solid and bold or coarse type and design elements,
metallic gold and silver ink and daylight
fluorescent inks especially on rough and/or
highly absorbent surfaces. Hard two-roll flexo
graphic ink metering systems are used for tone
and process printing, UPC and bar code printing
and for other critical work involving very fine
type and design
elements.29
The durometer variable is commonly used for controlling
the ink film thickness.
[3] The final metering variable for the
two-roll system is
a speed differential between the fountain
roller and the
anilox. Usually the fountain roller
is rotated at a slower
speed. This promotes a wiping action at
the nip, giving
better control of the ink film, particularly
at higher
press It also helps to
minimize ink splashing.
Of the three fountain roller adjustments,
this offers the
best means of controlling ink
distribution.32
15
There are two metering drawbacks associated with the
two-roll system. First, it always meters out more ink than
fills the cells of the anilox roller. The land of the anilox
actually carries about 1/3 of the total ink film thickness.
A second, more severe problem involves the phenomenon
of deflection. Deflection is the deviation from a straight
line under
load.33
The straight line, in this case, is the
nip area between the rubber fountain roller and the engraved
anilox. As the press is running the fluid ink creates
hydraulic pressure at the nip. This pressure tends to
spread the fountain and anilox rollers apart allowing excess
ink to go thru to the plate. 3^
Two variables, press speed and ink viscosity, will affect
the amount of deflection. As a rule, as either or both in
crease, so does the
deflection.36
Thus, to obtain a
consis-
tant ink film thickness, the press must be run at one speed.
By going below or above this speed more or less ink will be
transfered causing a shift in
color.37
Either of two solutions can be used to overcome the pro
blem of deflection. The first is to use hard, polished rubber
fountain rollers in the 85 to 90 durometer
range.38 These rol
lers do not deflect as much as lower durometer rollers and do
not let excessive ink thru the nip. The second solution is to
switch from the two-roll ink metering system to the reverse
angle doctor blade ink metering system. This system,
Figure 5,
resembles the two-roll system however, there are two noteable
16
Reverse Angle Doctor Blade
Figure 5.39
differences. First, the fountain roller is backed off from
the anilox by .004 to .007 of an
inch.40
This promotes a
flooding action at Point A. The second difference is en
countered at Point B. Here a strip of spring steel, one to
two inches wide and approximately .005 of an inch thick, runs
the length of the anilox. This is the reverse angle doctor
blade which is at an obtuse angle from the ink
supply.42
This blade angle, approximately 30, supplies a shearing
action which cleans all the excess ink from the land, leav
ing only the ink from the cells to be transfered.
The disadvantages associated with the two-roll system
are corrected by the reverse angle doctor blade. First, the
problem of deflection is eliminated. This makes it possible
to print with a constant film of ink at various press
speeds
44
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Figure 6. 45
1000
metering systems in respect to the achieved ink film thickness
versus press speeds. The anilox roll used in each situation
was a 200-count roll. The horizontal axis represents press
speed, while the vertical axis represents the ink film
thickness. With a two-roll system, even a slight change in
press speed will affect the thickness of ink delivered. How
ever, with a doctor blade, various speeds have little affect
on this factor.
A second advantage of the doctor blade is that it shaves
all the excess ink with uniform pressure. This aids in pro
viding consistent ink distribution




A third advantage is that numerous ink viscosities can
be used without altering the ink film
thickness.47
Viscosi
ties from 18 to 28 seconds, measured from a No. 2 Zahn, can
all be run with negligible change in the ink film
thickness.48
On a two-roll system, the ink film thickness would double with
such an increase in viscosity.
A final advantage of the doctor blade is that inks with
a higher solids content can be printed. The American
Newspaper Publishers Association/Research Institute has
investigated this area. They ran an experiment on a
com-
merical flexo press equipped with a reverse angle doctor
blade, using conventional news ink and newspaper stock. From
this run, they were able to achieve a quality level equal
to current newspaper offset printing.
There are also prominent disadvantages associated with
the reverse angle doctor blade ink metering system. The
first disadvantage is quite controversial and involves the
accelerated wear of the anilox. Some printers who have used
the doctor blade claim significant wear over a short period
of time. Others say that, from their experience,
the wear of
52
the anilox is the same for both metering systems. One
common acknowledgment is that the pressure between the blade
and anilox should be minimal. David D. Linsky, Product Sales
Manager, FMC Corp., suggests a
pressure of only 1/4 to 1/2
53
ounce per linear inch be used.
19
A commonly acknowledged problem of the doctor blade is
streaking. Streaks are the result of small nicks on the
edge of the doctor blade.
The reverse angle doctor blade provides the flexographer
with greater ink control than the two-roll system. For
process printing such control is needed for consistency not
only within a pressrun but for repeated runs. This is not
to imply that the two-roll system cannot be used when print
ing process work; it too is an efficient system when pro
perly used.
20
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was earlier defined as a pattern caused when two
or more regular patterns are superimposed with almost identi
cal angles. Figure 7a illustrates this phenomenon with two,













vs. Angle of Separation
Figure 7 .
It is seen that a large undesirable pattern is produced.
What actually forms this
moire'
pattern are the dots of both
screens coinciding, gradually separating, and finally coinci
ding
again.1
The repeating of this process produces the
large pattern over the entire screened area.
As the angular distance between the two tints increases,
Figures 7b and 7c, the
moire'
pattern closes down. At a sep
aration of 30 degrees, the pattern is reduced enough to pro
vide an acceptable appearance
at a normal viewing distance.
24
It must be pointed out that
moire'
patterns can only be
reduced to a point of acceptability; they cannot be eli
minated. This acceptability is maintained through a range
of 30 to 60 degrees. However, due to symmetry, the pattern
gradually becomes visible and grows as the angular distance
goes beyond 60 degrees.
Theory of Screen Angling
The standard lithographic angles for four color process
printing are 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees for the black,
2
magenta, yellow and cyan printers respectively, (Figure 8) .
Note the 30-60 degree relationship between the black, magen




















Figure 8 . 3
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Due to four-fold symmetry, each of the printers also
has a row of dots intersecting at 90
degrees.4
For example,
the magenta screen has a row of dots at 165 degrees as well
as 75 degrees. With this symmetry, the black, cyan, and
magenta printers at 45, 105 and 165 degrees, respectively,
have rows of dots 60 degrees apart. This 60 degree separa
tion generates a first-order
moire'
pattern which will be
minimal and acceptable.
The structure is also orientated by the bisector of the
magenta and cyan plates. The bisector of the 60 degree
angle is located on 45 degrees of the quadrant and will
superimpose over the black plate. This situation will pro
duce a secondary
moire'
characterized by "large groups of




will occur if there is the slightest error
of even one degree in the angle of separation between the
magenta and cyan printers. Figure 9, page 26, shows the
relationship between the size of this
moire'
pattern and the
error in the angle between the magenta and cyan printers .
The bottom axis of the graph is the error, in degrees, of the
angle for the magenta printer. The vertical axis is the size
in inches, of the
moire'
pattern produced. Looking at the
bottom axis and an error of one tenth degree, it is seen
that the
moire'
produced would have a size of 4.3 inches.
Opposed to this is an error of one half degree which will




inch size. Thus, in all cases, it is desirable to have a
large secondary
moire'






























For d = 133
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
-Error in angle of magenta pattern
Period of Secondary
Moire'
Figure 9 . 9
Since the yellow ink is close to being ideal in its












by the combination of the 4 5 degree patterned anilox and the
plate screen of 4 5 degrees, what can be done to alleviate the
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moire'
experienced? To help answer this question, a letter,
Appendix B, was sent to Mr. George Parisi, Executive Director
of the Flexographic Technical Association. The letter addres
sed two questions.
[1] At the present state of the flexographic industry and the
use of the 45 degree anilox, are there four screening angles
which minimize
moire'
patterns to an acceptable degree no
matter what the combination of engraved anilox and plate
screen ruling?
[2] Do any printers deviate from these standards and if so,
under what conditions?
Along with the above questions a request was made to
survey the
FTA'
s member platemakers and printers who do four
color process work.
In response to the question of standard angles, Mr. Parisi




An overview of the re
port, Appendix C, is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Technical Letter
The Technical Letter was presented to the FTA in 1969 by
Mr. Douglass W. Nason. It specifically deals with the inter
relationship of the plate
screen [100 line, 133 line, etc.],
the screening angle, and the
anilox count.
Mr. Nason experimented with the idea of
"offsetting"
the black printer a few degrees from the 4 5 degree pattern
of the anilox so the
moire'
may be eliminated. After running
200 samples, no concrete conclusions could be drawn as to the
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causes or limits of this moire'. For example, when using a
220 anilox with a 65 line plate, a small
moire'
was experi
enced with no angular separation. With a separation of five
degrees the
moire'
disappeared. Yet, when the same plate
was run with a 200 anilox, the
moire'
did not disappear until
a separation of ten degrees was tried.
Although Mr. Nason could not draw any concrete conclu
sions from the 2 00 samples, he was able to establish a math
ematical relationship in respect to the type of
moire1
caused between the anilox and the screened plate. This re
lationship is expressed graphically in Figure 10. The
bottom axis of the graph is the inverse of the anilox, while
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graph there are four inclined lines which represent minimal
moire'
for plates screened at 45 degrees. Any combination
of anilox and plate screen which falls on or very close to
these lines will not produce an objectionable
moire'
. The
further one goes from these lines, the larger the
moire'
becomes. For example, with a 400 anilox and a 100 line plate
a definite
moire'
pattern should occur. This combination
is, of course, the one which is used in the hypothesis.
To improve on the span, Mr. Nason offset the plate
screen angle by seven degrees. The area of minimum
moire1
was greatly increased for various combinations of plate and
anilox rulings, [Figure 11, page 30] . Finally, by offsetting
ten degrees, the possible combinations were vastly increased,
[Figure 12, page 30].
Mr. Nason 's study and recommendation of offsetting the
standard angles occured 11 years ago. Since that time,
little has been published on the subject of screen angling.
To gain new insight a survey, Appendix D, was sent to 18
FTA members. Of the 18 surveys five were returned. From
the five surveys several interesting observations can be
made. A composite of some of the questions and answers is
shown below.
1. Question: What combinations of anilox and plate screen
rulings are used?
Answer: Company A: All possible combinations.
Company B: 400 TPR with 100 line plates and













































Company C: 360TPB with 100 and 133 line plates.
Company D: 400 TPR with 100 line plates.
Company E: 360 TPB with 150 line plates.
360 TPR with 150 line plates.
400 TPR with 150 line plates.
*TPR stands for Tone and Process Roll.
*TPB stands for Tone and Process Blade.






50, 80, 110, and 65 degrees or +5.
52, 82, 112, and 97 degrees or +7.
55, 85, 115, and 70 degrees or +10.
30, 60, 105, and 80 degrees or +15.
Uses DC 300 Scanner:
-15, 15, 45, and 0 degrees.
Observations : 1. Most companies follow Mr. Nason 's recom
mendation of offsetting the four angles from
the standard.
2. Companies B, C, and D use the same combin
ation of anilox and plate ruling but use dif
ferent screen angles.
3. Question: Have you ever experienced
moire'
patterns with
the above angles? If so, how did you correct
for this problem?
Answer: Company A:
No- We have experienced anilox patterns.




By installing new anilox rolls.
Company C : No .
Company D: The 105 degree angle on the black will
give a slight moire'.
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4. Question: In your opinion, are there four standard angles
which can be adapted by the industry on a whole








We have the most success with the
above .
No opinion - Our technical knowledge
in this area is very limited.
"No"
They must be determined based
on design and press equipment.
We have not tried all combinations and
print nothing coarser than 150
line-
as far as we're concerned, the above
listed angles are eminently suitable
for our work.
It is obvious that concrete conclusions on present day
practices cannot be drawn from a mere five surveys. But, the
surveys do suggest that their is a lack of understanding and
standardization among f lexographers in the area of screen
angling for process printing. It also seems apparent that a
large number of f lexographers follow Mr. Nason 's suggestion of
offsetting the four angles from the standard. Thus, if the
Hypothesis is correct, at least those printers who use 100
line plates with 400 anilox rolls can standardize the angling
of the four screens.
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V. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
A study was carried out at a narrow web flexographic
plant which provided the use of the following:
[1] New 400 anilox rolls.
[2] Press: a. Six and one half inch Webtron.
b. Doctor blades on all stations.
[3] Process Ink:
a. Yellow - first station.
b. Magenta - second station.
c. Cyan - third station.
d. Black - fourth station.
[4] Type 67 Cyrel Plates.
To prove the hypothesis that the standard lithographic
angles can be used with 4 00-count anilox rolls, two separate
tests were planned. First, a single, 100-line image, screened
at 47 degrees would run against a new 400 anilox roll. The
reason for using 4 7 degrees was that a two degree offset from
4 5 degrees would result in a smaller, more detectable moire'.
If the first test did not produce a moire', then a second
test would be made using the standard angles of 45, 75, 90,
and 105 degrees. This test would serve two purposes. First,
a different 400-count anilox would be used against the 45
degree, 100-line image. This would serve as a check to the
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first run. Secondly, the test would show the compatibility
of the standard angles with four new 400-count anilox rolls.
The second part of the hypothesis states that when a
400-count anilox is extremely worn, it will produce a
moire'
in the 4 5 degree image. To test this, four worn anilox rolls
would run against 100-line images. The anilox rolls used
for this run had been shelved since they had lost their
metering effectiveness.
First Test
Figure 13 shows the target used for the first test. It
consists of eight, 100-line rectangular blocks. From left
to right, the rectangles gain in percent dot value. The
screening angle for each rectangle was 4 7 degrees. The ink
viscosity was 19 seconds, measured from a #2 Zahn.
Test Target One
Figure 13.
Results of Test One
Page 36, Figure 14, has three sample impressions; each













was not present for the single printer
at 47 degrees, it was necessary to test the compatibility
between the four standard angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105
degrees with new 400 anilox rolls. A test pattern which would
allow a visual inspection of all the possible angle combina
tions, Figure 15, was developed. With this test pattern,
if a moire', primary or secondary, did appear, it would be
possible to determine what combination produced it.
Test Target Two
Figure 15 .
For simplicity, the following code
was used for identi
fying the possible
anilox and printer combinations.
1-Yellow at 90 degrees.
2-Magenta at 75 degrees.
3-Cyan at 105 degrees,
4-Black at 45 degrees,
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Looking at Figure 15, it is seen that there are 15
combinations between the anilox and four printers. These
combinations are:
[1] Anilox vs. four single printers [outside ring].
[2] Anilox vs. 1 & 2, Anilox vs. 1 & 3, Anilox vs. 1 & 4,
Anilox vs. 2 & 3, Anilox vs. 2 & 4, Anilox vs. 3 & 4.
[3] Anilox vs. 1, 2 & 3, Anilox vs. 1, 2 & 4 , Anilox vs.
1, 3, & 4, Anilox vs. 2, 3 & 4.
[4] Anilox vs. four color overprint.
To help visualize how the test target works refer to
page 39, Figure 16. In this sample a
moire'
is present in
the four color region. Tracing the
moire' from this region
thru the three color to the two color region, it is seen
that the
moire'
is due to the combination of the black and
magenta printers. If the
moire'
was further traceable to a
single printer, for instance black, it would be the
result of
the superimposed patterns of the anilox
and screened image.
For this test the inks were run at the following visco
sities: Yellow at 18 seconds, Magenta at
2 0 seconds, Cyan
at 22 seconds, and Black at 25
seconds.
Results of Test Two
Pages 40 thru 42, Figures 17a, 17b, and 17c
are samples
randomly taken
from the web of the second run. In all cases,









4 00 Anilox vs.
Standard Angles
Results of Test Two
Figure 17a.
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400 Anilox vs. Standard Angles
Results of Test Two
Figure 17b.
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400 Anilox vs. Standard Angles




The first two tests support the hypothesis that the
standard angles can be used with 400-count anilox rolls.
However, the second part of the hypothesis states that there
is a point at which a worn anilox will cause a
moire'
with the screened image at 4 5 degrees. To test this part
of the hypothesis, a run was made using extremely worn 4 00
anilox rolls. The test target is shown in Figure 18 . It
is composed of nine rectangular 100-line tints, each tint
varying by one degree. There were two reasons for using this
pattern. First, it would not only show if a
moire'
was pro
duced in an image at 45 degrees, but secondly, it would show
how an offset of 10 degrees affected the
moire'
size. This
gets back to Mr.
Nason'
s recommendation of offsetting the
printers. For this run, the viscosities were adjusted to
22 seconds, as measured from a #2 Zahn cup.









Results of Test Three
Three test samples are shown below [Figure 19a, b, and c]
The first two patterns are free of any moire'. However, the
third pattern, magenta, has a distinct
moire'
from 4 9 to 54
degrees. Note how the
moire'
in the 4 9 degree rectangle is
large and that as the angle between the anilox and the image
increases, the
moire1
decreases in size and virtually dis
appears at 55 degrees. It should be pointed out that a
moire'
is produced in the 47 and 48 degree rectangles, but
it is too large and cannot be detected in such a small image
area.
47 48 4? 50 51 52 53
54" 55"
47 48 49 50
51 52 53
54" 55




When Flexography entered the area of four color process
printing, one of the first problems encountered was that of
moire'
patterns. To alleviate the moire', Mr. Douglass W.
Nason, in 1968, recommended that the four angles be offset
from the standard 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees. The amount
of offset varied depending on the combination of plate ruling
and anilox count; however, seven degrees was commonly used.
From the time of Mr. Nason 's recommendation, little has
been published on the topic of screen angling. To determine
present practices, a survey was sent to 18 flexographic
process printers. From the five surveys that were returned,
two conclusions are made:
[1] The majority of flexographic process printers offset from
the standard screening angles. For example, Companies A, B,
C, and D offset by +5, +7, +10, and +15 degrees respectively.
[2] There is a lack of standardization even among companies
using the same anilox and image ruling.
For example, Compan
ies B and C use 360 anilox rolls with 100 line images, but,
as seen above, they offset by different amounts.
Soon after Mr. Nason 's report, Parmarco, Inc., introduced
the tone and process anilox roll. This innovative development
eliminated many of the
shortcomings experienced when process
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printing with coarse, 220 anilox rolls. However, as seen
from the surveys, the shortcoming and practice of offset
ting the angles to avoid moire' still exists. This lead
to the question; "with the development of finer anilox
rolls, could the flexographic process printer use the stan
dard angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105
degrees?"
This question
was asked of Mr. Douglas Tuttle. In his reply, Appendix E,
he recommends that the flexographer use the standard screen
ing angles. It is his belief that since the land width of
the tone and process roll is less than .005 of an inch,
that the transfered ink film will bridge the narrow gap,




The question of using the standard angles was hypothe
sized and investigated. The results lead to the conclusion
that:
The standard angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees
can be used with 400-count anilox rolls and 100 lj.ne
images without a
moire'
appearing in the final print.
This finding is by no means revolutionary, for whether
the flexographer offsets or uses the standard angles, a
moire'
will not appear. However, the finding is important
in the following two ways:
[1] For flexographers wishing to enter into four color pro
cess printing, they do not have to experiment with screen




[2] Unfortunately, this conclusion is for one combination
of image ruling and anilox count, but what of the many other
combinations? Lets speculate for a moment and recall Mr.
Nason'
s report. His results were presented in chart form,
[Figure 20]. Looking at the chart, the combination of anilox
and image ruling used in the hypothesis should have produced
a
moire'
. It did not. Could this mean that the flexographer
who uses a 4 00 anilox roll is not only free to screen with
the standard angles, but can also use any of the available
screen rulings? The thesis results obviously do not apply
for other combinations, but the findings suggest that the
standard angles can be used with various image rulings when
printed with 400 anilox rolls. At the very least, it offers
a definite direction for flexographers to follow
in'
attemp
ting to standardize one additional variable associated with
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The second half of the hypothesis was designed to show
that as a 400 anilox wears, there will be a point at which
a
moire'




will be produced between a 100 line, 45
degree image and a 400-count anilox after the
anilox is sufficiently worn.
This is also supported by Company B's answer to question
three of the survey.
Question: Have you ever experienced
moire'
patterns
with the above angles? If so, how did you
correct for this problem?
Answer: Yes, by installing new anilox rolls.
It is suggested that this occurs because as the
anilox wears, the volumetric area of the inverted pyramid
cell decreases. Now there is less ink to spand the ever
increasing land. Consequently, the cellular pattern of the
anilox is being transfered to the tonal pattern of the
plate. The result a moire'.
In closing, it is recommended that flexographers at
tempting four color process printing use the standard
screening angles of 45, 75, 90, and 105 degrees when printing
with 4 00 anilox rolls and 100 line plate images.
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The impression cylinder is a smooth metal
cylinder of the same diameter as the pitch
line diameter of the gear [not illustrated]
mounted to it or to its shaft. Its func
tion is to support the web against the
printing plates.
The plate cylinder is a smooth metal cylinder
whose diameter is so calculated that, when
printing plates are mounted on it, the plates
surface will be at, or a few thousandths of
an inch above, the pitch line of the plate
cylinder gear.
The ink transfer roll may be a smooth or
engraved metal or rubber surface roll of
the same diameter as the pitch diameter of
the gear mounted on its shaft [not illus
trated] . On the simpler slow speed presses,
the gears on these three cylinders mesh one
with the other in turn. Thus, as they
rotate, their surface speeds are the same,
regardless of their diameters.
The fountain roll may be a smooth rubber
covered or metal roll which turns in a
metal pan containing ink and serves to
bring up a supply of ink to the point
where
this fountain roll touches the transfer
roll. It is at this juncture of the two rolls
that the ink is metered off to a thin film











Letter To Mr. George Parisi
October 5, 1978
Rochester Institute of Technology
College of Graphic Arts & Photography One Lomb Memorial Drive





Flexographic Technical Association, Inc.
95 W. 19th Street




I am a graduate student at R.I.T. and for my masters thesis, I would like to
investigate the possibility of utilizing the TRAND Chart for determining Tone
Reproduction and Neutral Density when printing 4-color process work via
flexography. Our problem, of course, is that the present TRAND Chart negatives
are angled for offset, making them ineffective for experimentation with flexo
graphy. The chart will have to be rescreened at angles optimum for the flexo
graphic printing process. My questions are:
1. At the present state of the flexographic industry and the use of
the 45 anal ox, can we safely say that 4 standard angles do exist
which would minimize the
moire1
pattern to an acceptable degree no
matter what the combination of engraved analox and plate screen
ruling? If so, what are your standards?
2. Do any printers deviate from these standards and if so, under what
conditions (differing screen rulings, analox etc).
To help further our understanding of the problem, I'd like to survey your
member platemaker suppliers and printers who do 4-color work. With this inform
ation some conclusions could possibly be drawn on the feasibility of rescreening
the TRAND, thus making it a viable tool for the flexographic process.
I would like to go through your office in contacting these companies. This
would undoubtedly stimulate a more complete
response. I am open to all suggest
ions and will wait for your reply before going on with this project.
One further note of interest. It was brought to my attention that standard
angles for flexography are not feasible due to the fact that from one analox to
the next, the
45
cellular pattern is not constant. One analox is engraved at
45s
while the next maybe
47D
thus making standard angles out of the question.
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TITLE: UNDERSTANDING MOIRE PATTERNS
IN HALFTONE PRINTING
(The subject of moire comes up for discussion with increasing regularity at many FTA meetings. There is an
apparentlack ofunderstandingormisunderstanding regarding whatmoire is, how patterns can beminimized,
etc. At the 1969 FTA Annual Technical Forum, a study on this subject was presented by Douglass W. Nason of
Kidder Press Company, Inc. (Doug is now with Moore Business Forms-Machinery Division.) This study, sanctioned
by the Flexographic Technical Association, was conducted jointly by Mr. Nason andHarry Mosher who, at that
time, was with the Graphic Media Division of Corning Glass Works and is now with Wilson Engraving Company.
The study also includes contributions by several supplier members of FTA.
J
This is a study of the inter-relationship of the plate screen and the engraved roll screen. The study includes results
of tests performed using 65 -, 85
-
and 100-line process plates at several angles against various engraved rolls. Test
results are definedmathematically, allowing specifications ofplate and engraved roll combinations to avoidmoire.
We hope that, this study, originally presented in 1969, will give you a clearer and better understanding ofproblems
concerningmoire.)
Over the past 11 years, flexography as a
printing medium has made great strides for
ward in the production of quality printing. Up
to about five years aga, the industry was work
ing mainly with 65-line screens, with great
difficulty. Today, the printing of 100-line screen
plates is quite common, and some production is
being done with 120-line plates, and even finer.
The industry has come a long way in im
provements of ink, plates and equipment. How
ever, we have many problems that still
remain
to be solved or explained. One such problem is
"moire."
Sometimes it will show up and some
times not, seemingly under exactly the
same
conditions.
To work On such an interface problem re
quired the efforts of a number of suppliers and
individuals. Through the FTA, necessary sup
plies were obtained. I would like to give per
sonal thanks to all of the people who worked
on this problem or supplied materials.
After the decision was made to tackle this
problem, a plan was required.
The most ob
vious method was to print plates selected on the
basis of experience in what had -been done in
past instances to eliminate moire. About two
hundred plates were printed for 4-color separa
tion, against
four different engraved rolls, with
four different angles of separation, and with
two different tone values.
After reviewing all of these single color
samples, it was found that the black plate ex
posed at a
45
screen angle, the same angle as
the engraved roll, gave pronounced moire pat
terns in a single color print. Further, it was




or 55, the moire decreased, if it was
present at the start. The engraved roll definitely
has an effect on the moire pattern, with some
combinations giving little or no moire and
others producing large moire.
It all boiled down to the fact that our samples
indicated a complex problem not readily solved
by a small series of samples.
However, we were now equipped with a con
trolled background of samples. Using this in
formation, and researching previous work done
on moire, it was possible to reduce our moire
problems to a mathematical definition. This is
the essence of solving a problem, for once it
can be defined in concrete terms, ways of solv
ing or avoiding the problem become more read
ily apparent.
The objective of this paper is to briefly de
scribe
"moire"
and to present a useable solu
tion to minimize or avoid such patterns.
It is always good practice to define a problem
before attempting to reach a solution. For pur
poses of our discussion, moire will be defined
as a pattern caused when two regular patterns
are superimposed, which differ either in fre-
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SLIDE 3
SLIDE 1
The pattern of moire visible on the screen is
a moire caused by difference in frequency. The
spacing between the black lines is less than the
spacing between the red lines. This pattern has
a beat which, by the way, can be used to deter
mine if the spacing of one set of parallel lines
differs from another. The longer the beat, the
closer the lines are to equal spacing.
SLIDE 2
This pattern is a simple moire caused when
equally spaced, straight lines are made
to inter
sect at an angle of about 10 degrees. Very small
changes in the angle of intersection of the lines
will produce large changes in the spacing of the
moire bands. As the angle changes from 0 to
90, the spacing becomes smaller between the
moire bands. This sample is closely associated
to process printing which can be visualized as
a line broken into dots.
This slide shows the same equally spaced
rulings as before, but at an angle of
30
It
can readily be observed that the spacing be
tween the moire bands has been greatly re
duced; in fact, it may be difficult for you to
see. This is the principle that is used to separate
plate screens. Some of you may be able to see
a moire pattern in this slide, and perhaps some
of you cannot. If you can see a moire, you will
observe that the distance between the moire
bands is approximately twice the distance be
tween the parallel lines.
I will not comment on this any more now,
but it will be more significant later on.
Let us look farther into this simple case of
equally-spaced lines superimposed at different
angles. This is similar to color-separation print
ing plates. A great deal of work has been ac
complished in this area in the printing field,
as older methods of printing first became in
volved in moire patterns when they originally
printed halftone and process colors.
To arrive at a solution, we are assuming that
our dot patterns are continuous, straight,
equally spaced lines, and superimposed at some
angle. You will note on the slide before you
that the intersecting lines form a small paral
lelogram with the moire bands passing through
the centers of this parallelogram.
Here you will see a graph that is derived
from the formula shown in the upper corner.
This formula is available from a number of
sources. Particular reference is made to a paper
for the Research and Engineering Council of
the Graphic Arts Industry "Moire Interfer




I will not force upon you the mathematics of
a solution to the geometric parallelogram that
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SLIDE 4
be proven that the moire band width which we
will call
"K"
is equal to the plate screen dis
tance called
"D"
divided by 2 sin Vfc the angle
of separation.
By solution of this formula, the moire band
width approaches infinity as the angle of sep
aration approaches zero. This is best described
on this graph. Here we have solved the formula
and plotted moire band separation
"K"
vs.
screen angle of separation,CX. To explain if
we had two perfect plates mounted perfectly
at zero degrees of separation, the moire band
width would be infinite. This means that the
moire band would not be visible.
However, if these same plates were super
imposed with an angle of separation of 15,
the moire band would be about 4D, or four
times the screen of the plate. You will observe




we have come from infinity to 4D.
At an angle of separation of 30, the moire
band separation becomes so small that it is
not readily visible to the naked eye. Based on
this, and experience, we will assume in future
calculations that any moire band width less than
twice the plate screen will not produce objec
tionable moire.
At this point we must be careful not to jump
to the conclusion that by using
30
of separa
tion between the plate screens, that moire
problems will be completely eliminated. For ex
ample, let us consider
one other phenomenon
before moving on to
flexographic printing's
unique moire problem.













This is a graphic representation of a four-
color separation using 30. Our hypothetical
plates have angles of separation of yellow 0,
blue 15, black 45, and red 75. Looking more
closely at this set-up, we find that the blue
plate at
15
and the red plate at
75
are sep
arated by an angle of 60, and our previous
formula will calculate the moire will be less
than 2D and will not produce a visible moire.
However, the structure is also oriented by
the bisector of the angle between the red and





of the quadrant and will super
impose over the black plate which is at 45.
Unfortunately, this situation will also produce
a moire pattern. This particular moire pattern
may not appear as a distinct moire having a
checkered pattern. Rather, it may be composed
of quite large groups of faint and dark areas
giving the print an out-of-focus look. This
moire can only be avoided by very accurate
location of the plate screen angles.
If there is an error in the angle of separation
greater than 1, it is likely that this type of
moire will appear in four-color printing. It is
likely that error in excess of
1
is common,
but the particular moire pattern is large and
faint, therefore showing only on large halftone
areas.
Now let us take a look at flexographic print
ing's unique moire problem. Using the above
as a basis, we will look at the effects of the
engraved roll screen. The screen has a definite
number of lines per inch and a fixed angle, usu
ally 45. The question is: Will this finely en
graved surface produce moire patterns when
combined with the relatively coarse plate
-3-
screens? If the answer is
"Yes"
then how can
objectionable moire be avoided in three- or
four-color flexographic printing? First, as back




Here we see two axes commonly called X and
Y. These axes divide the plane into four quad
rants A, B, C and D. Now you may ask why
not include the engraved roll screen in the sepa
ration and maintain
30
of separation from the
engraved screen? Again let us make a hypo
thetical situation.
Working around the engraved screen at 45,
we will make a yellow plate at 15, blue at 75,
black at 105, and red at 135. This lands us




and a moire will appear. Thus, you will see that
we have only
90
available to work in, or one
quadrant.
This is why we call it two-fold symmetry. If
you fold the graph along each axis, you will
have
90
left, or one quadrant. For this limita
tion, it does not matter where we start to take
our 90. For example, we could start with our
first plate at 15, our second plate at 45, and
our third plate at
75
and so on.
Back to our original problem or question.
Will the screen on the engraved roll combine
with the screen on the plate to form a moire
pattern? As mentioned before, it appeared that
the simplest solution was to print a group of
combinations of plate screens and angles
against the various engraved roll screens at
different angles.
The plate that indicated this moire, caused
by the engraved roll and plate screen, was the
black plate which in the four-color separation,
was at or near 45.
The next few slides are of the printed sam
ples. These slides are not of fine printing quality



















This slide shows us printing of a 65-line
plate at
45
using a 200P engraved roll. The
moire pattern is quite visible in the 40% cov
erage area, and is relatively large, measuring
about 3/16 of an inch. Our measured and com
puted moire band widths correlated, thereby
proving each other to be correct.
SLIDE 8
Slide #8 shows the same combinations, ex
cept that the plate angle has been changed from
45
to 52, and you will notice that this 7
change has greatly decreased the moire band
width, bringing it down to 3/64 of an inch.
-h-
SLIDE 9
This shows the combination of a 220P en
graved roll and a plate screen of 85 line,
screened at an angle of 45. You will notice a
very small moire here,measuring approximately
1/32 of an inch. This moire could be very
easily disguised by having slightly more ink on
the engraved roll, or perhaps by even chang
ing some of the impression settings for in
stance, adding more or less impression squeeze.





the plate, the moire disappeared, and we did
not obtain any other objectionable moire pat
tern in our test samples, using an 85-line plate
against a 200P engraved roll.
About 200 such samples were presented in
the hope that we could look at the samples and
find where the moire disappeared. Unfortu
nately, this did not work, as you saw on the
slides. The 220P engraved roll produced only
a small moire at 45, or no separation angle,
none at 50, with only
5 between the engraved
roll and the plate screen. Yet the 200P en
graved roll produced moire at almost all of the
angles tried 45,
50
and 52, then finally dis
appeared at 55, or
10
of separation from the
engraved roll. We are still virtually in the dark
and could not define the cause or limits of
this
moire.
After reviewing information available on
moire patterns and
our samples, a mathematical
solution was sought
and found. Again, we do
not have time enough to
go into the proof of
the solution to the formula,
other than to say
that the results check
with our printed sam
ples, and the
solution is based on the same
assumptions as used to develop the equation
for equal line plates.
In other words, we set up the parallelogram.
However, our parallelogram did not have equal
sides. We made a mathematical solution of this
parallelogram similar to what was done before,
in order to arrive at a formula that would
us to calculate the distance between the
moire bands. The important end result of this
work is a series of four graphs that define the
appearance of this type of moire caused by
interference of the engraved roll screen and
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SLIDE 10
Here you will see the equation used to plot
this graph. The solution of the equation wad
set up on a computer and solved, requiring
some two thousand computer calculations. The
results are easily understood and can be used
to reduce moire problems. The bottom or x axis
on the curve is the inverse of the engraved
roll screen, or one over whatever the engraved
roll is for example, 1/200, 1/220 and
so*
on.
The Y axis is the inverse of the plate screen
for example, 1/65, 1/85, 1/100 and so on.
On the graph we have four lines which repre
sent a moire band width of 2D, previously
assumed to be invisible. Any combination that
falls on or very close to these lines will not
produce an objectionable moire, due to the
interference of the plate screen and engraved
roll screen. The farther the selected combina
tion falls from the line, the larger the moire
pattern will be.
Now we can begin to see how confusion has
resulted, in that sometimes a moire appeared
and sometimes it did not. For example, the
220P engraved roll and the 65- and 85-line
plates give small, or no moire problems. Yet
-5-
these plates on a 200P engraved roll may pro
duce, large moires.
We must also consider the mechanical limits
of the printing equipment and the press
operat
ing procedure. -Mechanically, we can have sev
eral things that will affect this. One thing that
could affect moire patterns would be a worn
engraved roll which would change its cell struc
ture and moire effect.
Another mechanical problem could be sur
face ink, and we all know that the conventional
two-roll system with increased speed may pro
duce more surface ink. The effect of the surface
ink is to mask the engraved roll.
The same things can be said about the press
operating procedure. For instance, if you add
or subtract squeeze, you will find that this will
have an effect on moire. If you add or subtract
ink, you will again affect the ink coverage
which will change the moire pattern.
Back to our graph under discussion. Can we
improve this so that a larger span than the
straight lines is available for use? Yes, by dis
placing the screen angle a small -amount from
that of the engraved roll.
cn cn
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SLIDE 11




50 instead of 45. Now you
will see a band of available combinations.
Within
the shaded band, the moire will be equal to,
or
less than 2D.
If we go farther and add
7
of offset, or 52,





offset, we find that
moire should no
longer appear for all of our
standard combina
tions, due to
interference of the plate screen




still appear, and it is not recommended that
10
offset be used. Why? Since this seems to be
the ideal thing?
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SLIDE 13
Remember our two-fold symmetry with only
90
available without repeating. If we offset
10
and use 55, 85,
100
and 115, the result




angle. As we mentioned before, a
moire will be formed due to the orientation of
the bisectors of these screens.
Therefore, we must conclude that the closer
we can make the plates to standard offsetting
angles, the less chance of this moire appearing.
If used properly, these graphs will greatly
reduce the problems of moire for the flexo
graphic printer. Proper selection should allow
four-color work to be accomplished with no
more moire than with other processes.
Remember, it is always desired to use the
least amount of offset from the standard that
will effectively reduce the moire, and that at
10
or more offset a secondary moire may be
produced. It should not be concluded that all
the problems of moire will be eliminated, for










3 & 4-Color Process Printing
1. What combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings are used?
Example t 360 TPB anilox with 133 line plates
400 TPR anilox with 100 line plates
OR
360 TPB anilox with both 133 and 100 line plates
2. a. The angles used for the following printers are:
/f Cyan





degrees Black q ^ degrees
b. Are the above angles used in combination with various anilox
rollers and plate screen rulings or have you found that only
a particular set of angles work (no moire*) for a given
combination of anilox and plate screen ruling? C/S*?S s*J









yellow. But for a 400 anilox, 100 line










3. Have you ever experienced
moire*
patterns with the above angles?
If so, how did you correct for this problem? y^0 _
//*?/__
4. Are doctor blades used? V'^V
SURVERY (continued) page 2
5. What is the speed ratio between the ink roll and anilox?
-
6. What is the running viscosity of the ink for process work?
*^~ ^es*cs
^c
7. The average press speed for process work is: </<>-& &&<**
8. In your opinion, are there 4
"standard"
angles which can be adapted by the









3 & 4-Color Process Printing
1. What combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings are used?
Example: 360 TPB anilox with 133 line plates
400 TPR anilox with 100 line plates
OR
360 TPB anilox with both 133 and 100 line plates
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2. a. The angles used for the following printers are:
Cyan oA degrees Magenta / / ^l degrees
Yellow ^C? degrees Black #^ degrees
b. Are the above angles used in combination with various anilox
rollers and plate screen rulings or have you found that only
a particular set of angles work (no moire*) for a given
combination of anilox and plate screen ruling?







yellow. But for a 400 anilox, 100 line












3. Have you ever experienced
moire*
patterns with the above angles?
If so, how did you correct for this problem?




SURVERY (continued) page 2
5. What is the speed ratio between the ink roll and anilox?
Ub \'T^\. b\a-^c . rH \'w open- i-ti/cpit ,u(i raif^i- -ft ^/^-oJ M-aJtL
6. What is the running viscosity of the ink for process work? I 6*. /
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T6((^LA> j2 < ^*< n^ev-^ ^-sCcT^:
7. The average press speed for process work is:
8. In your opinion, are there 4
"standard"
angles which can be adapted by the
industry on a whole for various combinations of anilox and plate screen
rulings?
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3 & 4-Color Process Printing
1. What combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings are used?
Example: 360 TPB anilox with 133 line plates
400 TPR anilox with 100 line plates
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360 TPB anilox with both 133 and 100 line plates
2. a. The angles used for the following printers are:
Cyan //^ degrees Magenta <s^3 degrees
Yellow {O degrees Black <-) degrees
b. Are the above angles used in combination with various anilox
rollers and plate screen rulings or have you found that only
a particular set of angles work (no moire*) for a given
combination of anilox and plate screen ruling?
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3. Have you ever experienced
moire'
patterns with the above angles?
If so, how did you correct for this problem?
4. Are doctor blades used? ^(LDOni V-^E^h
SURVERY (continued) page 2
5. What is the speed ratio between the ink roll and anilox?
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6. What is the running viscosity of the ink for process work?
7. The average press speed for process work is: ^t^p pf. ffl
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3 & 4-Color Process Printing
1. What combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings are used?
Example: 360 TPB anilox with 133 line plates
400 TPR anilox with 100 line plates
OR




2. a. The angles used for the following printers are:
Cyan O degrees Magenta <? degrees
Yellow %D degrees Black /> 6 degrees
b. Are the above angles used in combination with various anilox
rollers and plate screen rulings or have you found that only
a particular set of angles work (no moire') for a given
combination of anilox and plate screen ruling?
Examples for a 400 anilox and 133 line plate we use
angles of
52
cyan, 82magenta, 112black and
6T yellow. But for a 400 anilox, 100 line
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3. Have you ever experienced
moire*
patterns with the above angles?
If so, how did you
correct for this problem?
4. Are doctor blades used?
SURVERY (continued) page 2
5. What is the speed ratio between the ink roll and anilox?
6. What is the running viscosity of the ink for process work?




7. The average press speed for process work is:
8. In your opinion, are there 4
"standard"
angles which can be adapted by the







3 & 4-Color Process Printing
1. What combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings are used?
Example: 360 TPB anilox with 133 line plates
400 TPR anilox with 100 line plates
OR
360 TPB anilox with both 133 and 100 line plates
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degrees
2. a. The angles used for the following printers are:
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b. Are the above angles used in combination with various anilox
rollers and plate screen rulings or have you found that only
a particular set of angles work (no moire') for a given
combination of anilox and plate screen ruling?
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3. Have you ever experienced
moire'
patterns with the above angles?
If so, how did you correct for this
problem?
4. Are doctor blades used?
SURVERY (continued) page 2
5. What is the speed ratio between the ink roll and anilox?
6. What is the running viscosity of the ink for process work?
7. The average press speed for process work is:
8. In your opinion, are there 4
"standard"
angles which can be adapted by the
industry on a whole for various combinations of anilox and plate screen rulings?





Letter from Mr. Douglas Tuttle
November 7, 1978
RAIVIARCCD Incorporated
SPECIALISTS IN ROLL MANUFACTURING AND ENGRAVING EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1946
209 EAST 11TH AVENUE P. O. BOX 1-45
ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY 07203 U.S.A.
TELEPHONE (201) 2-41-1200 N. Y. (212) 267-4091








One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
Dear Mr. Ahrens:
This is in response to George
Parisi'
s letter to you dated
October 12th, in which he replied to your letter of October
5th to him, referring to a project you are planning to pursue
for your master's thesis.
With respect to the relative effect of anilox roll anales
versus plate screen anales, suspect that my own observations
and opinions tor the past
10'
years or so vary somewnat from
those you have neard from other sources. I will try to explain
my own current position and the reasons for it and if you would
like to discuss it further with me after you have talked to
others of your acquaintance about the subject, I will look
forward to hearing from you.
In the early to mid 1960's, a number of the pioneering souls
in the flexographic industry who were experimenting with half
tone and occasionally color process printing by flexo, observed
that the key plate, usually black or cyan, frequently printed
with a very pronounced moire pattern, in continuous middle-tone
areas particularly. Since the key plate was normally screened
at a 45 degree angle, and since anilox rolls were normally
engraved at a nominal 45 degree angle, it seemed logical fthat
this fact was related to and at least partly responsible for
the pronounced moire effect. During that period, experiments
involving screening half-tone plates at angles as far removed
as possible from the 45 degree angle of the anilox roll, tended
to support this assumption.
During the period of these earlier flexo experiments with half
tone and color process printing, the finest anilox roll available
was 2 00 cells per inch in each direction. Those anilox rolls
-continued-
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had not been specifically designed for half-tone or color process
printing, and a new anilox roll of that count resulted in half
tone and color process plates printed from these anilox rolls
being
"flooded"
with ink. It was found that when a 200P anilox
roll which had been sufficiently worn to reduce its carrying
capacity to approximately half that of a new roll, was used for
half-tone printing, the flooding condition was eliminated and
much better results were obtained. The moire effect however
was aggravated.
In 1967, Pamarco introduced anilox rolls specifically designed for
half-tone and color process printing by flexography, under their
trade name "Tone and
Process"
anilox rolls. Those tone and process
rolls intended for use with a rubber covered ink furnishing and
"wipe"
function were designated TPR trademark rolls while those
designed for use with a reverse angle doctor blade were designated
by the trademark TPB. The two families of tone and process rolls
were necessary because the rubber covered wipe roll never completely
eliminates the surface film of ink applied to the anilox roll so
that in the 2 roll configuration, about one third of the total
volume of ink furnished to the surface of the printing plate
consists of the surface ink film which is in addition to that
contained in the cells of these rolls themselves. In the case of
the reverse angle doctor blade units, these blades shave all the
ink from the lands of the anilox rolls, and no surface ink in
addition is therefore supplied to the surface of the printing
plate. Since the land widths of the tone and process rolls are
less than .0005", it was hoped. that as the ink film was trans
ferred to the surface or the printing plates by these tone and
process anilox rolls, the ink film would bridge this narrow
land area, actually resulting in a continuous film of ink being
applied to the plate. The idea was that this should essentially
eliminate the moire effect caused by the broad lands in the
partly worn 2 OOP anilox rolls previously used.
In our experience, this has proven to be true. We know of instances
where test plates consisting of about 12 half-tone plates screened
at angles equally dividing the available segments were printed
simultaneously with TPR rolls in a 2 roll system and with a TPB
roll in blade systems. The results consistently indicated that
even though the anilox rolls in each case were screened at
nominal 45 degree angles, those segments of the printing plate
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patterns. A great deal of production experience over the past
10 years or so has confirmed this, although as the tone and
process anilox rolls wear substantially, resulting in much
broader lands as well as in proportionately reduced ink volume
and density, moire effects in continuous middle-tone areas of
the plate especially, would show increasingly pronounced moire
patterns. These usually become pronounced to the point where
they do constitute a problem, only after the rolls have been
worn to the point where the ink volume was excessively reduced
and the rolls required re-engraving.
This is why, for the past 10 years or so, we have recommended that
flexographers doing quality half-tone and color process printing
ignore the 45 degree angle of the anilox rolls and use the same
screen angles as are normally used for lithographic and letter
press color separation plates.
I don't know of any authentic scientific work comparable to the
project you propose, having been done to date, and I think it is
entirely possible that there are gaps in the limited "cut and
fit"
work which has been done in the industry, so that I very much
hope you find it possible to proceed with your project. I think
it would result in a worthwhile contribution and at the very least
it should replace the present theories and assumptions with some
proven facts. The project may disclose errors which the flexo
graphic industry has to date been guilty of in its ignorance, and
it could therefore make a significant contribution to better
quality flexographic printing in the future.
I hope this may help to complete your information on where the
industry now stands , how it got there and I look forward to
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